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2016 eic worksheet

Publication 596 Previous Page | Table of Content | Index | Next Page Tax Map / Pub / p596-025.htm #TXMP61cac63c2016 Income Credit (EIC) Table Cause. This is not a tax table. 1. To find the credit, at least read the Below column and find a row that contains the amount you were asked to examine from the EIC worksheet. 2. Then go to the column that contains the declaration
status and the number of children in which you want to target. Enter credits from that column on the EIC worksheet. Example. If the submission status is single, enter $842 if you have one eligible child and the amount you look up from the EIC worksheet is $2,455. And your submission status is the amount you look up from the worksheet - single, householder, or eligible widow (er)
and if you have - marry and jointly submit and you have — 01230123 at least your credit —* If the amount you are looking at from the worksheet is at least $14,850 but less than $14,880 and you do not have any eligible children, the credit is $1. If you're trying to find out more than $14,880 from the worksheet and you don't have children eligible, you won't be able to get credit. ** If
you search from the worksheet for $20,400 or more and less than $20,430, and you don't have any eligible children, the credit is $1. If you're trying to find out more than $20,430 from a worksheet and you don't have children eligible, you won't be able to get credit. * If the amount you look up from the worksheet is at least $39,250 and less than $39,296, and you have one eligible
child, the credit is $4. ** If the amount you're looking at from the worksheet is $44,600 or more and less than $44,648, and you have two eligible children, the credit is $5. If you're trying to find out more than $44,648 from a worksheet and you have two eligible children, you won't be able to get credit. If you're looking at more than $44,800 from a worksheet, but less than $44,846
and you have one eligible child, the credit is $4. If you're trying to find out more than $44,846 from a worksheet and you have one eligible child, you won't be able to get credit. * If the amount you are looking at from the worksheet is $47,950 or more and less than $47,955, and you have three eligible children, the credit is $1. If you're trying to find out more than $47,955 from a
worksheet and you have three eligible children, you won't be able to get credit. ** If you search from a worksheet for $50,150 or more and less than $50,198, and you have two eligible children, the credit is $5. If you're trying to find out more than $50,198 from a worksheet and you have two eligible children, you won't be able to get credit. Previous Page | Table of Content | Top of
Page | Index | Next Page Page
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